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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are true when configuring allocation rules for OTM Freight Payment? (Choose three.) 

A. For a service provider, one can assign one allocation rule based on the planned cost and another based on the
actual cost. 

B. OTM uses the first allocation rule that applies. 

C. The allocation rules in the profile can be sequenced in the allocation rule profile. 

D. One cannot use the same rule in more than one allocation rule profile. 

E. Allocation rules need to be set up before the allocation rule profiles. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which option represents Original Invoice Cost field at Shipment? 

A. Contains the initial invoice amount adjusted by any additional charges or invoices that the carrier later sent to you 

B. Total Approved Cost on a sell Shipment 

C. The Initial invoice amount received from the carrier 

D. Total Actual Cost minus the rebate amount as defined in the Secondary Charge Rules 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer has implemented OTM and has a requirement to have a selected menu to be displayed 

separately. 

How should you assign this to a user? 

A. It is a customization that OTM does not support. 

B. Assign it via Manage User Access. 

C. Assign it in User Preference and assign this preference to User. 

D. Assign it in User Role ID. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which three statements are true when setting up Match Rules for Freight Payment in OTM? (Choose three.) 

A. You need to specify at least one shipment reference number qualifier to match to. 

B. The match rule will apply to all invoices, unless only certain service providers are specified on the match rule. 

C. The matching rule could be different for different service providers. 

D. You could specify several shipment reference values to match to. 

E. BM or Bill Of Lading is a mandatory shipment reference number qualifier to match to. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 5

You are writing an order release agent and need to listen for an order modification event triggered by an integration
update to the order release. 

What is the impact to the agent process if you set the "before persist" flag on the ORDER ?MODIFIED event? 

A. OTM will perform the agent actions but will not persist any changes to the object. 

B. OTM stages the new data, will perform the agent actions, will not allow you to use certain actions. 

C. OTM will not persist the new data but will perform the agent actions as long as they do not require persisting the new
data. 

D. OTM stages the new data but will not perform the agent actions if the data is not persisted properly. 

E. OTM will persist the new data immediately after the agent is triggered and then perform the agent actions. 

Correct Answer: A 
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